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Earlier this term, the ONZA committee met on a glorious, sunny
Saturday for a full day of strategic planning. We brainstormed,
collated ideas and came up with priorities. All the wonderful
committee members provided a fresh input of ideas and enthusiasm
to the day. They were quick and willing to take an active role in
ONZA’s future.
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ONZA is made up of fantastic group of volunteers who give a huge
amount of their time and creative ideas. If these people were not so
active and willing to help out we just simply could not offer the range
of workshops, conferences, courses and other music events each
year. We would love to have more people to share the love and the
music so please get in touch. The next AGM is on March 23rd and it
would be a good time for you to step in. We particularly need people
from all over the country to help create a stronger ONZA network.

Jan ’16 Workshop / Letter from Bogota
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Looking ahead to 2016, we are all excited to host the workshop
‘Playing with Songs’ by Shirley Day Salmon who teaches in Austria.
Read about the workshop in this newsletter and book your space on
the ONZA website. Once again this year, the Orff Teacher
Certification Level I and II Courses will be held in the first term
holidays at the University of Waikato. Look out for our early
childhood workshop later next year. Following the enthusiasm for
the Orff approach in Wellington, Priya Gain is working hard to
develop a series of workshops.

Hayley Hunter & Priya Gain

This edition of Sounding Orff is full of interesting news about ONZA
initiatives during 2015 such as:
ONZA Professional Development in Auckland, Christchurch,
Hamilton and Wellington
Marimba Festivals
Our former president Clare McCormack in Salzburg
Photos and report from the Strum Hum Wriggle Drum workshop
Information about Levels Courses in 2016
Marimba Makers
AND MORE . . .
If you would like to make a suggestion for an event or a
particular presenter in your region, please contact us to
make your voice heard. We would love to facilitate this.
It is our renewed goal to develop a stronger network, and
greater opportunities for people to experiment with the ORFF
Approach throughout New Zealand.
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President’s Report . . . and Committee matters
Greetings from

Marimba Hire for 2016

Shirley Harvey

Message from Robyn McQueen
Marimba Hire Co-ordinator

Dear ONZA members,
It has been a very full six months since our AGM in
March when I took over this role from Hayley Hunter. In
fact I think she has probably been just as busy organising
workshops!

ONZA offers to its members the opportunity to apply for
hireage of marimbas. We do this to support the
establishment and development of hands-on music
programmes with an Orff flavour.
A marimba, or perhaps especially a contrabass, can be
the thing that pulls all the classroom instruments
together and allows an Orff-trained teacher to showcase
the possibilities. It’s a very tangible way of showing
school leaders and community what it would be like for
the school to have their own instrument.

In that time, ONZA has run an impressive list of events:
three week long Levels courses (three in Hamilton and
our first in Wellington); a Creative Play Festival; two one
day workshops – a Primary and an Early Years one; and
the Marimba Festival. All this and presenting at the
MENZA TRCC conference too. My sincere thanks go to
our hard working committee and our Administrator,
Marieke Spruijt, for making these opportunities
available. Clare McCormack, a stalwart of our
committee for many years also presented a workshop on
our behalf to share her recent PD experience at the Orff
Institute in Salzburg. Thank you Clare.

The hire period is generally one calendar year, which is
long enough to prepare a group or class to get involved
in school and community performance events. The cost is
$200 for the year, plus a $50 refundable bond. For
Auckland, New Plymouth and Christchurch schools,
applications for hire in the year following, close on 31st
October. Wellington has a different schedule, with
applications closing on 30 April 2016 for a two-term hire
period starting in July. Recipients for 2016 are almost
finalised as we go to print, so watch this space in the next
newsletter for details.

By the time you receive this, the committee will have
spent a day formulating goals for the next three years
and an action plan to achieve this. Thanks to those who
completed our online survey. We value your feedback
and ideas for improving our service to you.

More details and application forms are on the ONZA
website. Direct enquiries to:Robyn McQueen onza.robyn@gmail.com

Finally, many of you will know Millie and Terry Locke
who have both been exceptional supporters of ONZA
since its inception nearly eleven years ago. During this
time their Kingsland home has been the hub for
countless meetings and social events. Millie and Terry
move to a beautiful new property in Rotorua in January
and we wish them the very best for this new phase in
their lives. Fortunately for us they will both remain
actively involved with ONZA.

Advance notice!
Lindo Francis Memorial Instrument Grant
This fund has been established using money from the
koha donations at the Auckland Marimba Festival. In
2016 a $1500 grant will be awarded to purchase
equipment to support an Orff Schulwerk programme.
Applications for this grant will close on 31 March 2016.
Check the ONZA website for details in the New Year.

My best wishes to all of you for a very satisfying end to
your teaching year and eventually a well- deserved
chance to relax.
Thank you for all your support in 2015.
Shirley
shirleyharvey@vodafone.co.nz
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Upcoming Workshop:- January 2016
& Letter from Colombian Colleagues

Playing with Songs with Shirley Day Salmon

23 January, 2016
Register online at
http://orffnz.org/eventregistration?ee=74://orffnz.org/playing-with-songs
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News from Christchurch
A Taste of Orff
By Celia Stewart
On 2 September Christchurch based Orff practitioner and
ONZA committee member, Celia Stewart ran a Taste of
Orff workshop at Westburn School for primary school
teachers.
A large group of enthusiastic teachers enjoyed a wide
range of singing, moving and playing activities which
introduced them to some basic Orff media and pedagogy.

I work with Blind and Low vision students
aged between 4 and 16 each week and since
the workshop have used the Choco-Choco La
La rhyme / clapping ditty, Bala, Bala Bala song
and added body percussion, changing voice
timbres and textures plus ostinatos to a
simple limerick in the same manner that we
did to Happiness from the workshop. Celia is
fantastic at sharing her ideas and resources
and I strongly recommend any classroom or
music teacher to attend such a workshop at
least once.

……. Attending this workshop encouraged me to
explore the elements of dance within a music session
as a response to various genres of music using
scarves, etc. as a guide. This approach to working
with music allows any person from any background to
be successful and it integrates completely with all
New Zealand National Curriculum Areas.”

Strum Strike and Blow
By Celia Stewart
“Take a thousand excited primary school students, a large group of dedicated teachers,
hundreds of ukuleles, recorders and tuned percussion, lots of great pieces,
put it all together in the Horncastle Arena in Christchurch and you have the . . .

Strum Strike and Blow Festival.”
For the organizers the Festival begins early (really early!) From 8.30 the children and their teachers begin to
arrive and a dedicated band of volunteers make sure they all know where to unpack and where to set
themselves up.
AT 9am on the dot the ukuleles rehearse their five pieces with the backing band and conductor, Judith Bell,
followed by the recorders with Genevieve Long conducting. Just before lunch Andrew Withington arrives to
conduct one of our massed items, ‘Snow Ride’, written especially for this year’s Festival by Michael Bell. The
other massed item ‘La Bamba’ conducts itself and the children have a great time improvising some creative
choreography.
After lunch and a good break it’s time for the tuned percussion to rehearse their five pieces with conductor,
Celia Stewart. Two of the schools have individual items to share, which provides a good contrast.
Home for a break, some dinner and then back for the public concert in the evening where the children share all
their pieces with a huge audience of very appreciative family members and friends.
To view more photos and read feedback, visit http://strumstrikeblow.org

Sounding Orff
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Level 1 Course, Wellington
Reflections from Course Participants
....
By Dr. Robert Legg
Senior Lecturer - Music Education and Pedagogy
Te Kōkī New Zealand School of Music
Writing last year for the November edition of Tune Me In, in the MENZA magazine, I suggested
that good music education is participative, generative, and social. I meant that it is by actually
making music that we develop as musicians; that we should celebrate the generation and
manipulation as well as the reproduction of musical ideas; and that this happens best through
meaningful and culturally relevant interactions with other people.
Twelve months after writing these words, I was excited to find myself working alongside a group of people
whose pedagogical values were enabling them to put these principles into practice. My Orff-Schulwerk level 1
experience allowed me to connect with a community of music educators whose pedagogy pays more than lip
service to the ideas that we are all intrinsically musical.
By placing singing, playing, words and movement at the centre of their approach, leaders Millie Locke, Celia
Stewart and Renee Morin modelled something extremely special. Opportunities for improvisation and creative
play were around every corner, the emphasis was firmly on enjoyment, and we all left feeling musically
empowered, if physically and mentally exhausted. It was as wonderful a learning experience for me – a tertiary
educator – as it was for my fellow students working in Primary education.
Roll on Level 2!

Orff Schulwerk Level 1:
Autumn Course –
April 18 – 23, 2016,
University of Waikato, Hamilton Campus
Information:
http://orffnz.org/workshops-eventslist/levels/levels-courses-information

By Isabelle Lefrancq
I have completed a very rich and inspiring week training for the Level 1 ORFF certificate.
What a stimulating week! A mixture of remembering old ideas and gathering new ones, but mostly seeing how I
can weave my ideas into a well scaffolded sequence that includes listening, speech, rhythm, body percussion and
other instruments, movement, and a lot of laughter. Getting ideas to help me make music with children in nonthreatening ways, ways where success is possible for every student. All the elements of teaching are done with
beauty: beautiful poems, beautiful melodies, beautiful instruments, beautiful movements, beautiful books and
drawings...
We were blessed with a panel of very talented and experienced tutors bringing a range of skills, personalities, a
lot of encouragement and humour too. And very inspiring tutoring, modelling what we will do with our own
students in schools – which of course allowed us to access our child spirit during the training too.
An intense week which left me glowing with happiness and a renewed enthusiasm for music making...
Thank you to ONZA.
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Sing, Move, Play!
Music Education Professional Development Day
By Hayley Hunter
ONZA Workshops Coordinator
We had a fabulous workshop day for
Primary Teachers featuring Andre van de
Plas who is an International Folk Dance
teacher from the Netherlands. Over the
past three decades, Andre has taught
international dances in the Netherlands
and abroad. He works with different age
groups, accommodating all levels from
beginners to highly advanced dancers.
Most of all, he believes that the process
of learning to dance should be fun at all
levels, at all times, for everyone. As such
the focus is not so much on how to
perfect certain steps, but rather to dance
to the music and relate to the cultural
and social aspects of the dance. Andre
ran two workshops involving creative
dance and dances from various regions
around the world.
We also enjoyed several other inspiring
workshops from our ONZA team:
“Music from the Natural World” with
Jeremy Hantler and Rozy Winstone
“Bucketloads of Rhythm” with Robyn
McQueen
“Ukulele for Beginners” with Caroline
Zeeman
“Revitalising the Recorder” with Jessica
Shaw
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Strum, Hum, Wriggle, Drum
Music & Movement Workshop for Early Learning Years

Sounding Orff
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Clare’s Report from Salzburg
By Clare McCormack
Having always wanted to go to the Orff Institute in Salzburg, Austria, I was thrilled to be
offered the opportunity to attend the Orff-Schulwerk Forum as the ONZA representative
this year. Over 70 representatives from international Orff Associations, met to discuss
the relevance Orff Music and Dance education. The theme for 2015 was
‘Interculturality and Orff-Schulwerk. During the Forum from 2-5 July, we sang, moved,
discussed and made contacts around the world. We started the Forum with a
wonderful performance by Das Collectif, Carl Orff: Amor et cetera (Carmina Burana,
Catulli Carmina). Special presentations were made from the International
Associations: Australia, Iceland, Slovenia and South Africa.
Bethany and I helped Christoph Maubach with his presentation ‘All in Good Time:
Maori, Pakeha and Bicultural Collaboration.’ The poi song ‘Rona’ was well received
and they all jumped at the chance to learn this action song.
To make it worthwhile travelling all that way, I stayed on for the International Summer Course ‘Elemental Music and
Dance Pedagogy Orff Schulwerk’ from 5-11 July. About 120 participants from 25 different countries sang, moved and
played from 9am – 9pm all week. Four groups rotated around four excellent main presenters in the morning
sessions: Wolfgang Hartmann on Orff instruments, Reinhold Wirsching on Joy of Singing, Verena Maschat on Dance
and Polo Vallejo on Singing/Playing/Listening and Imagining.
The afternoons were our electives. I had chosen Andrea Ostertag from the Orff
Institute, Austria whose specialty is folk dance and dance. We even coped with the
wonderful movement sessions in the 30+degree heat! My second elective was Soili
Perkio from Finland whose specialty was Early Childhood music.
The evenings consisted of Dance evening, Singing evening and International
evenings.
For the International evenings each country would teach or perform a song/dance.
I decided on a trusty number with my ukulele ‘Nga Iwi E’ which everyone loved and
wanted to teach to their children.
My time in Germany, Austria, Budapest and Switzerland was fantastic.

Clare definitely recommends the
Salzburg Orff Summer Course.

Dates for 2016:
 Forum 4-6 July
 Orff –Schulwerk Symposium
7-10 July
Summer Course follows the Symposium
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   A Lovely Welcome Song   
Possible Processes:
Change the words for your own
context . . . . . and . . . . .
1) Sing in unison then in a round
2) Clap and / or walk the beat
3) Clap the rhythm
4) Walk and meet with people,
5) Replace greeting words
6) Introduce a clapping game in a B
section
7) Play instruments . . . . . . . .

Don Squire and Len Buchanan have been two of those amazing people who
were the pioneers in the field of marimba making in NZ. They dedicated much of
their spare time over many years to make marimbas for schools and music
community groups all over the country.

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for your vision and dedication.

Interview with Don Squire
Don interviewed by Jeremy Hantler
Don Squire is a local legend who has made over 3,000 xylophones in his small homeworkshop in Lynfield, Auckland, since his retirement from teaching and conducting
31 years ago. His signature design is recognisable by the notes hardly extending over
the resonator box, making children able to carry them against their tummy; the roseheaded nails and lift and slide removal of notes; the resonating chamber with a cover over the top, inspired by
the guitar, and a unique innovation at the time for the xylophone allowing a huge reduction in weight and size;
and of course the hand-written Xyloperc brand as Don’s seal of approval.
From a musical family upbringing to sharing music on the gramophone and fixing up pianos in his army service in
Fiji, Don became an asset in his first teaching position at Ashley Clinton School in Hawke’s Bay. His investment in
a tape player made for some cutting-edge technological music exploration with his students and allowed him to
network with Music teachers worldwide.
Later, after Lindo Francis showed him a home-made xylophone in his role as a music
advisor, Don’s ears piqued with interest when he heard the sounds made by the offcuts
of wood from his new cedar weatherboard home in Lynfield. These contributed to Don’s
first xylophones, and paved the way for his year of experimentation with longer-lasting
woods, Kwila and Padauk to design his master-piece Xyloperc alto xylophone. The 14th
prototype from this year (1984) is still used today.
Don is a supporter of the Orff approach: “The relative simplicity of Orff’s principles were more varied in that he
included rhythmic speech as well as singing and playing, and that you can speak in a way that suits the word.”
Don believes that speech is the music educator’s greatest tool and thinks that ONZA is providing a lot of practical
help to today’s teachers. Don also loves the use of ostinato rather than parallel harmony or counterpoint, and
the ease with which this approach can incorporate the use of Te Reo in the music classroom.
Don’s meticulous craftsmanship, humble pricing, and commitment to positive early musical experiences through
quality instruments have recently led to his invitation to be a life member of ONZA.
-9Sounding Orff
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Interview with Len Buchanan
Len interviewed by Ali Caldwell
Few people outside of music education know that Len Buchanan is a musical
treasure in the city of Dunedin, but that’s just the way Len likes it! The 150
children attending last year’s Music Education Otago Marimba Day did not realise
that the craftsman who hand-made every marimba in the hall was quietly watching
them from the back seats, enjoying every note. Len does not like a fuss!
Len Buchanan became a music teacher and instrument maker after a long career as a teacher and principal in
schools around the North Island. His association with marimbas began by chance after attending a music course
led by Heather McLaughlin, music advisor from Melbourne. Heather was selling copies of a marimba resource
written by her friend, marimba maker Jon Madin. Soon after, Len was chatting with a friend who was in need of
a project for an upcoming woodwork exhibition. Len immediately thought of the marimba book he’d recently
purchased and so his first marimba was made! (It now lives at Green Island School in Dunedin, where it is
enjoyed by all the pupils.)
Len used his new found skills to lead groups of enthusiastic parents in various schools in making their own
marimbas, before deciding that he would like to make them himself. His aim was to make them as affordable
and accessible to schools as possible. He then attended one of Jon Madin’s annual Marimba Camps in
Melbourne, where the two struck up a great friendship. Jon shared the designs for his own marimbas, and this is
the plan that Len continues to use to this day to produce a consistently high standard of instrument, literally
handcrafted in his garage. The car is outside! Len estimates he has now made over 500 marimbas for schools in
Auckland, Tauranga, Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch, Dunedin and Invercargill.
As well as making marimbas, Len has taught various school marimba groups, in Auckland, and more recently in
Dunedin. His teaching philosophy is simple – be aware of each individual’s needs and do what works! Inspired by
years of Suzuki violin teaching, Len’s teaching has a strong emphasis on playing by ear, which fits well with the
Orff tradition of instrumental learning. His gentle, relaxed but expectant teaching style empowers students to
take control of their own ensemble playing and musicianship, and anyone listening to one of his groups will be
struck by the children’s impressive grasp of technique, dynamics, balance, form and musical nuance.
There are many teachers in Dunedin and around New Zealand who would like to thank Len for the invaluable
contribution he continues to make to their teaching programmes and to the musical life of their students. Len
would prefer to sit at the back of the room and listen to the children play.
Thank you Len, you are a treasure to us.

Marimba Resource People:-Barry Thompson-

-Ben BergsBen is based in the North Island
Contact Details:
 07 333 2309 / 027 679 4738
 ben.bergs@xtra.co.nz
Marimbas include:
Mini (table-top) / Victorian (3.5 Octave) / Bass

Sounding Orff

Barry is based in the South Island
Contact details:
 027 226 7042
 baztomo@yahoo.com.au
Marimbas made to Jon Madin designs.
Include 2 Octave Bass / 3.5 Octave Box / 3.5 Octave
Pipe / Mini Marimbas
Xylophones: bass / alto / soprano
Repairs / Renovations / Replacement keys
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Auckland Marimba Festival 2015

“ONZA is the heartwood of this Marimba Festival kauri tree!
Our teachers are the branches,
The songs are the leaves, sap and lifeblood of the tree.
The children are the birds singing their sweet songs and building their nests in the glory of it”
Jeremy Hantler, Musical Director
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On Sunday 17th June the first Creative Play Festival was held at Stonefields School Hall.
5 schools participated across the Auckland region with close to 80 children present.
Opportunity at the start of the day for some collaborative singing meant the festival began with
improvisation. A highlight was the beautiful improvised accompaniment by the Orff teachers present
while the children learnt the ONZA ‘Tui Waiata’. The variety of pieces brought to the festival were
eclectic and quite spell binding.
Feedback to each school after their performance was given by a panel of Orff Practitioners and added
a real sense of community and warmth to the occasion.
The Creative Play Festival truly celebrated the process and playful aspect of the Orff Approach and
produced some wonderful art for our school communities to appreciate.
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